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ABOUT US
East West Connect was founded as an electrical contractor in
1988 by the late John O’Hanlon. We have worked to evolve
and develop the business into a multi-disciplined company
offering all aspects of mechanical and electrical building service
installation and property fabric maintenance.
Our people are central to our success at East West Connect. Our
colleagues, clients and those in the communities where we work
inspire us to drive our business forward.
At East West Connect we promote an open culture that’s
dedicated to encouraging innovative thinking, fresh ideas and
continuous self improvement. We believe that our clients’
projects should be kept as concise and straightforward as
possible, regardless of how complex the task may seem.
We have a wealth of experience within a variety of markets,
construction methods and building types.
Our company ethos is to consistently exceed expectations,
deliver on programme, quality, and budget whilst always
maintaining a safe working environment. We pride ourselves
on our open, solutions driven approach coupled with strong
engineering and a directly employed delivery team.
We employ over 100 staff and offer a full range of
apprenticeships and training schemes, including a joint
development programme with the University of Greenwich, to
develop our skilled team to be able to tackle all elements of our
industry.

“John worked tirelessly to build East West Connect to
the significant business it is today with a reputation to
deliver for our clients.

Kathleen O’Hanlon, Chairperson
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We intend to build on his legacy with the support of
a strong management team, experienced staff and
with the members of the O’Hanlon family remaining
closely involved.”

OUR
VALUES
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We engineer our works from the earliest opportunity,
by ensuring a feasible structured plan from the outset,
we make sure that our projects progress smoothly, and
on time and budget.
This is based on the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Understanding our clients
Safety, quality, and timely delivery
Respect for our clients and staff
Trust and transparency
Sustainable development
Knowledge sharing
Added value and innovation
Flexibility and a will to communicate
Continuous development

Our capabilities:
•
•
•
•

Combined integrated project skills base
Skilled multi-trade directly employed operatives
Long term sub-contractor supply chain partners
Established reputation, flexibility, fairness and a
proven track record in project delivery
• Risk reduction through the use of in house system
specialists

Middlesex House - Make Architects’ new head office
Main Contractor - TTP, Architect - Make, Consultant - GDM

We specialise in the following areas of work:
•
•
•
•

Infrastructure renewal and replacement projects
Cat A & B fit out
High end residential projects
Works in live & sensitive environments

We offer bespoke engineering services in the
following areas:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All facets of building services installation
Turn-key construction
Audio visual, home cinema, and multi-media
IRS & extra low voltage design and installation
UPS and generators
Site surveys and dilapidation reports
Engineering reviews and proposals

“Throughout the duration of the works East West Connect offered an
extremely professional, helpful and considerate approach given that
they were working in a live hotel environment.”

Doug Stuart
Project Director
Cumming
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OUR WORK

House of St Barnabas - HQ & charitable private members’ club
Client - House of St Barnabas
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EVERYTHING
THAT WE KNOW
GOES INTO
EVERYTHING
THAT WE DO
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BUILDING
SERVICES
INSTALLATION
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We have vast experience in all aspects of MEP
installation from luxury accommodation including
hotels and high end residential, to fast track Cat A,
& B fit-outs and infrastructure renewal projects,
including undertaking complex live environments
where consideration to the client’s needs are
essential as the actual work content.
With our strong engineering and project
management team we believe we can offer the
right balance between effective management and
a personnel flexible approach, coupled with great
design development skills. We are also able to
respond to our clients’ needs and provide attention
to detail with our considerable direct labour
resource and in-house specialist extra low voltage
division enabling us to deal with the more specialist
packages.
Through our projects we have developed a range
of innovative approaches to resolve issues using
state of the art equipment or systems, or applying
completely fresh alternative installation techniques
and methodologies to overcome such challenges.
We innovate in all areas to ensure our projects
proceed as safely and efficiently as possible.

Mechanical
We have a strong history of successful mechanical
projects, from live critical plant changeovers,
to emergency chiller replacements, to bespoke
environmental solutions for royal residences. Our
dedicated mechanical engineers have worked
across every field of the construction industry and
consistently handover projects on time and on
budget.
With our in-house plumbing, pipe-fitting, and
ductwork teams we can ensure the quality and
consistency of work, from system to system, and
project to project.
By utilising our key relationships with some of
the country’s most innovative specialist subcontractors and suppliers, we are at the forefront
of using the most safe, environmentally friendly
and cost efficient technologies in the industry
available today.

Our in house design and co-ordination
engineers ensure that all of our projects are
achieved in the most efficient manner, from
conception to completion.

Electrical
From switchgear upgrades in sensitive
environments, to listed building refurbishments
in the heart of London, to brand new Cat A office
fit-outs, our experienced electrical engineers have a
proven track record of client satisfaction.
With electrical knowledge and experience from our
directors all the way to our operatives on site, as well
as an in house NICEIC accredited electrical testing
department, we use every tool at our disposal to
make our projects a success.
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We are proud to have recently been awarded the NICEIC
certificate celebrating our 25 years of registration. This award
shows our dedication to only providing the highest quality,
safest possible installations, and maintaining our industry
standard benchmark throughout our proud history as a
company.

Our ISO accredited procedures ensure that deadlines and the
project’s critical path are at the forefront of our planning, our ISO
flowchart which documents all of our procedures, and the order in
which they should be enacted draws a clear path from procurement to
commissioning, allowing the creation of a detailed programme to be
created as early as possible.

ENGINEERED
SOLUTIONS
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We engineer our works from the earliest opportunity, by ensuring
a feasible structured plan from the outset, we make sure that our
projects progress smoothly, and on time and budget. We are proud of
our management system that we have developed, and ensure its full
use on all of our projects, no matter the size.

“East West Connect and their
directors have always provided
a pro-active and co-operative
service.”

At East West Connect we strive to be different
and offer something more back to our clients as
we appreciate that we are in a large, competitive
marketplace with many contractors offering similar
works.

John Knight
Founder
Knight Harwood

In trying to do this often within occupied and complex
projects we have offered a variety of more client facing
approaches such as:
• Creating clear and concise impact boards that use
a variety of pictures, 3D models and flow charts
to explain the works and the critical paths of the
project in a manner that hopefully the client and
stakeholders can appreciate and buy in to.
• Utilising a variety of look ahead schedules that
break down large, often hard to read programmes
in to simple laymen’s terms that tell the client what
we are doing and how it could affect them.
• Carrying out walking tours of the works we have
completed to building users to help them mentally
build a picture of what is to come and again how it
will benefit and affect them.
• Developing designs to both save money and
tailoring the works to what our clients actually
need.
• Creating a Commissioning Activity Schedule to
simplify and take the mystique away from the
commissioning of a project, allowing the client and
professional team to better understand the journey
we have and monitor it.
• Having a client liaison officer during key phases of
the project.
• 3D scanning and modelling, coupled with an offsite
pre-fabricated manufacturing process to maximise
efficiencies and limit risk by excessive allowance of
onsite labour.

Mark Vaughan
Project Manager
City of Westminster Council
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“East West Connect have
brought value to the project by
offering both development to the
engineered solutions, and cost and
time savings.”
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Showcase Project:
78 Chamber Street
Client: TTP
Value: £2.1m
Duration: 30 Weeks
A complex set of refurbishment
works based in a live office block
with NHS critical staff occupying
3 of the floors. Commencing
with our validation and
evaluation surveys, we worked
hand in hand with the design
team to produce a collaborative
specification for the rectification

and repair to the mechanical
systems serving the building.
Commissioning the 3 new
office floors whilst maintaining
live services to the occupied
areas meant forming strong
relationships with the NHS
teams, and mitigating any
services downtime by working
flexible hours to prevent
any disruption to building
operations.

CAT A
FIT OUT
Project Snapshot:
90 Fetter Lane
Client: Knight Harwood
Value: £2.8m
Duration: Currently In Progress
100,000 sq ft of Cat A fit out works in the heart
of Clerkenwell. We are currently undertaking
the upward extension, and mechanical fit out to
the 9 storey office block, which includes a VRF
installation, new ventilation plant, and an energy
monitoring BMS to ensure long term energy costs
are reduced.

Project Snapshot:
Middlesex House
Client: TTP
Value: £600k
Duration: 11 Weeks
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The original car park at Middlesex House was
a blank canvas in which Make Architects could
create a truly unique and creative workplace. The
combination of newly installed exposed stainless
steel-clad heating/cooling pipework, alongside the
existing services in the space, create a distinctive
contrast between new and old.
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Showcase Project:
10-11 Great Newport Street
Client: Knight Harwood
Value: £2.9m
Duration: 48 Weeks
We helped create 14 high end
luxury apartments on the site of
the old Studio 51 jazz club. We
used 3D co-ordination to ensure
the multiple services were
concealed within the art deco
style joinery which reflected
the rich history of the famous
building.

The apartments were fitted with
an advanced tablet based KNX
building management system,
allowing the future tenants to
control every aspect of their
apartment from the phone, from
anywhere in the world.
We also implemented energy
saving services through a CHP
unit which feeds electricity back
to the grid, and a PV array on the
roof.

HIGH END
RESIDENTIAL
Project Snapshot:
The Southamptons
Client: Knight Harwood
Value: £1.7m
Duration: 28 Weeks
The project was a full refurbishment of a historic
building within Covent Garden. The works
included the strip out and conversion of the
existing office areas on the first floor and above,
into 16 luxury apartments whilst maintaining live
uninterrupted services to the retail unit on the
ground floor.

Project Snapshot:
The Russells
Client: Knight Harwood
Value: £1.6m
Duration: 32 Weeks
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This was a fast track highly complex project
to deliver 6, very high end, state of the luxury
apartments,with a unique feel, in an architecturally
challenging building in the heart of Covent
Garden. The project was completed on time and
within budget through our strong relationships
with all parties throughout the works.
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Showcase Project:
University of Sussex
Client: University of Sussex
Value: £2.7m
Duration: Currently In Progress
A major infrastructure upgrade
project to upgrade site wide
heating facility that feeds over
100 buildings and 25kM of
pipework. We are upgrading the
existing 17MW boiler array to a
modular 24MW solution whilst
maintaining the campus without
disruption or loss of heating

services for the duration.
Due to the unavailability of
record information when
the project commenced, we
undertook 3D scans and
modelling of all working areas
to create an accurate base of
drawings to work from. We set
up a 16MW temporary boiler
plant to maintain services to
the campus within 4 weeks of
appointment.

INFRASTRUCTURE
UPGRADES
Project Snapshot:
Westminster City Hall
Client: City of Westminster Council
Value: £1.7m
Duration: 30 Weeks
We re-engineered the building’s chilled water
system to relocate the basement water cooled
chillers to air cooled chillers and plant on the roof.
We replaced the inefficient 30 year old chillers
with a brand new 3MW installation with a CoP of
1:9. We installed external temporary chillers to
keep the building cool throughout the works.

Project Snapshot:
MidCity Place
Client: Broadgate Estates
Value: £1.9m
Duration: Multiple Phases
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A multi-phase chiller replacement project using
state of the art energy efficient chillers, a full
energy audit and design review carried out as
maximising efficiency was paramount to the client.
This includes a new site wide water treatment
system and upgrades to the existing air handling
pods and heat pumps.
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Showcase Project:
National Theatre
Client: Royal National Theatre
Value: £2.5m
Duration: Multiple Phases

designed Lutron system to
control the lighting to all areas of
the building.

We worked hand in hand with
the National Theatre over
multiple phases to deliver 7
phases of works around the
listed building, to upgrade both
their electrical and mechanical
services.

Our works included the
upgrade of all vertical electrical
distribution and meters, the
removal of asbestos and
associated builderswork. We
ensured that our works had zero
impact on the theatre operations
which take place on 364 days of
the year.

We provided a fully in-house

LIVE & SENSITIVE
WORKS
Project Snapshot:
Langham Hotel
Client: Great Eagle Hotels
Value: £2.3m
Duration: 38 Weeks
Following issues with the hotel’s existing
electrical distribution system, the decision was
made for a full replacement of the key electrical
infrastructure, including 2 MV switches on
the main incomers and the replacement of 2
MV transformers. This was achieved with zero
operational downtime to the hotel.

Project Snapshot:
Wigmore Hall
Client: Rise Contracts
Value: £800k
Duration: 22 Weeks
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We undertook a full M&E upgrade to a Grade 1
listed grand music venue. Our extra low voltage
specialists managed the design and installation
of an AV system capable of recording 4k video to
BBC specifications. The front of house works were
programmed to suit 6 week theatre down time
period.
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BAFE (Ongoing)

BESA

CAI

CHAS

CONSTRUCTIONLINE

EXCEL

ENTROTEC

FOA

FUSION

GAS SAFE

ISO 9001

ISO 14001

KMS

NICEIC

PAC

SAFECONTRACTOR

LUTRON

OHSAS 18001

PAXTON

WASTE CARRIER

ACCREDITATIONS

OUR CLIENTS
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SOCIAL
RESPONSIBILITY

We believe that the most valuable benchmark that
we can be measured against is that of our impact
on future generations.
Our core ethos is to continually develop, nurture,
and provide opportunities for our staff, and to help
them achieve both their professional, and personal
goals. We have a continuous apprenticeship
scheme across all sectors of our business to help
bring through the next generation of local, hard
working talent, including a a joint development
programme with the University of Greenwich.
As a company we support numerous charities,
such as the House of St Barnabas, where we both
donate to the charity, and sponsor individuals on
their journey out of homelessness.
We currently proudly sponsor a local U8s football
team, and provide kits, training materials, and
coaching by our members of staff.
We are also “Star Supporters” of the Dennis Wise
and Steve Frankham Charitable Trust, which
provides new minibuses to underprivileged and
disabled children’s schools across the UK.

CONTACT
US

Unit 5, Silicone Business Centre
28 Wadsworth Road
Perivale
Middlesex
UB6 7JZ
T: 0845 601 4184
E: admin@eastwestconnect.com
W: www.eastwestconnect.com

EastWest
Connect

Ltd

www.eastwestconnect.com

Unit 5, Silicone Business Centre
28 Wadsworth Road, Perivale
UB6 7JZ

0845 601 4184

